Chinese Hit Soviet Cooperation With U.S.

By Reds. денежная помощь" said AFL-CIO President A. Philip Randolph on Tuesday in the midst of a buildup of anti-Nasser sentiment, the AFL-CIO and the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters urged its 13.5 million members to support any continued domestic or anti-imperialist activities in Egypt.

AFL-CIO Adopts Anti-Bias Policy

NEW YORK-Enlarged because it is the largest office of its kind in the world, the AFL-CIO's new anti-imperialist program was adopted Tuesday by a joint meeting of the AFL-CIO and the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.

The AFL-CIO has been warning its members that the American trade union movement, the AFL-CIO, will have to reconsider its policies if it is to continue to grow.

The AFL-CIO has been a leader in the anti-imperialist movement, and the AFL-CIO was one of the first organizations to adopt an anti-imperialist program.

The AFL-CIO's new program will have a number of significant effects, including:

1. A new program to support the Civil Rights Movement, to be adopted by the AFL-CIO's national convention on Sunday.
2. A program to support the Communist Party of China, to be adopted by the AFL-CIO's national convention on Sunday.
3. A program to support the Laotian resistance movement, to be adopted by the AFL-CIO's national convention on Sunday.

The AFL-CIO has been working with the Communist Party of China and the Laotian resistance movement for many years, and has been a leader in the anti-imperialist movement.

The AFL-CIO has been a leader in the anti-imperialist movement, and the AFL-CIO was one of the first organizations to adopt an anti-imperialist program.
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The AFL-CIO has been a leader in the anti-imperialist movement, and the AFL-CIO was one of the first organizations to adopt an anti-imperialist program.

The AFL-CIO has been a leader in the anti-imperialist movement, and the AFL-CIO was one of the first organizations to adopt an anti-imperialist program.
Legislature Unconstitutional

Action several weeks ago by the Michigan legislature concerning Oakland University and its future welfare exposes a problem, clearly shown by the truth of the age. "He who pays the piper calls the tune."

The legislature passed without debate a resolution requiring Oakland to submit a plan for its self-liquidating dormitory project for future power expansion needs in the state and other state colleges and universities receiving state money.

It seems the legislature and representatives in Lansing are "calling the tune" when there is no constitution right to do so. Constitutionally, state universities are autonomous bodies. The legislature has power to appropriate funds to these institutions, but legally, it has no power to dictate policy.

The Oakland self-liquidating dormitory project is a question where the legislature is constitutionally out of line, self-liquidating projects do not have to be approved by the legislature because no money needs to be spent for the alliance and last week sliced 25 per cent off requested funds. This reaction to the Hemispheric struggle is critically late start.

Latino America has been caught full force in the surge of the greatest future, yet it must contend with a present which continues to plague people with the ills of poverty and a rugged life. A present which affords little evidence for immediate economic improvement.

Inflation tortures Brazil and keeps out needed investment. Argentina also lags, and rebel lurk in many a remote countryside in many a South America.

An tension is mounting as millions seek but little, future days will be test both for us and for our neighbors to the South.

Khrushchev's Role

Neither party wants to discuss the part that Nikita Khrushchev may have in the U.S.-Presidential election. Khrushchev will continue to be a paramount factor in the future of America with $20 billion over a ten year period.

In sight of what it set out to do, the Alliance must so far be considered a failure. While we poured billions into postwar Europe, it was only to rework what once had been in Latin America we are spending less to build never was. Many of our congressmen man should cease on further spending for the Alliance and last week sliced 25 per cent off requested funds. This reaction to the Alliance project for future power expansion needs in the state and other state colleges and universities receiving state money

On the other hand, supporters Khrushchev has dramatically announced withdrawal of his last soldier from Cuba a month before we chose between Jack and Barry. In all seriousness, we guess Mr. Khrushchev will be a greater potential for musing up this election than any other foreigner in years. - The New Republic
Young Love in Song, Dance

By Judy Hopper

Leopard dress boot.

Kodiak. Otter with

Patricia Pajamas.

Charmen. In black pu-

ted or black calf.

Vogue’s genuine

Leopard dress boot.

Waterproof, fleece

lined boot. In black

only. 10.99

Fatima Patents.

In black, red, brown,

green, blue and white.

Gryson. Chestnut

corduroy. 12.99

Kodak. Otter with

black insert; black

with patent insert.

Stonke. Brass wax-

hide, calf and other.

Furs. Inner and

black calf. 11.99

(For) furs salons

street level.

Young Love in Song, Dance

Fantasticks’ Opens Tonight

Boy loves girl — girl loves him — they marry.

This soap opera with a string quartet

scored for fashion

Michigan State News

of the character role of Yvonne

Peeters’ Fantasticks’ in Off Broadway production of ‘64

Young Love in Song, Dance

Young Love in Song, Dance

Fantasticks’ Opens Tonight

Young Love in Song, Dance

The Fantastick’s Opens Tonight

runs through Sunday in FairchildThe-

day Bell’ and appeared as solo­

performer.

After the father’s plot fails,

Finally the boy returns to his

home, the girl abandons  her

boyfriend and
genre

and range

and long sizes in jet black, natural tan and olive.

Special

all-weather coat

with zip lining

21.88

Rich, thick, zip-out outer pile lining, and full
ear lining, too, makes this one of the warm-
est coats for it’s weight. Split shoulder comfort,
hacking pockets and center vent. Regular, short
and long sizes in jet black, natural tan and olive.

Special!

sale on pajamas

by well known maker.

3.39

3 for $10

All firstquality men’s pajamas, with guaranteed
comfort, adjustable waist, underarm placket.
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It’s a

Christmas

Wonderland

at Knapp’s

root for fashion

boots this winter

The Fashion forecast for women’s winter

styles lined fashion boots. High heels.

Inspired by Finch, ladies pumps. East Lansing.

Street Level.
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GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT

The American government has long been involved in promoting development in various parts of the world. The United Nations Development Program, later known as USAID, was established in 1949 to support economic and social development projects in countries that had been financially or politically devastated by World War II. Over the years, USAID has expanded its efforts to include education, health, and democratic institutions, with the goal of fostering sustainable development and reducing poverty.

Through its various programs, USAID has supported projects aimed at improving infrastructure, increasing access to education and health care, and promoting democratic governance. It has also provided technical assistance to governments to help them build capacity for sustainable development. USAID's efforts have been guided by the principles of good governance, poverty reduction, and sustainable development, and have been implemented in close collaboration with local communities, governments, and other partners.

The agency has faced challenges in achieving its goals, and its programs have been criticized for not always delivering the desired outcomes. However, USAID remains a major player in global development, providing support to a wide range of initiatives aimed at improving lives around the world.
Irish Team Winner 'Cat Zwolak First

A new item on page 1.

--

Monday, November 19, 1963

'Tuesday, November 19, 1963

"Studebaker said immediately that the Ad was certainly well worth the money," said the pleased advertiser.

Omicron Nu

Invites to Initiate Six Tonight

Omicron Nu, home economics fraternity of the Evening Session and MSU's sister chapter of the national sorority of Phi Mu, will initiate six new members at a ceremony tonight.

Omicron Nu is one of four home economics fraternities at MSU and one of six Phi Mu chapters on the campus.

--

Wednesday, November 20, 1963

State Boosts US Ag Exhibit

MEI was represented recently by the Michigan State University experiment station Farm and Agronomy Extension in Detroit, Michigan.

Lawrence J. Satterfield, director of agriculture, and Ralph H. Sullivan, head of the agricultural extension service, spoke at the Michigan State University extension center in Detroit.

The state is serving as the state's extension service director.

--

Wednesday, November 20, 1963


Monday, November 18, 1963

1963 runs perfect. Call 332-3025. 41

1963 runs perfect. Call 332-3025. 42

1956 FORD, V-8, 5-speed, $995. 40


Thursday, November 19, 1963

**Locksmith Joe Ve Casey Grinds A Key**

**Key Shop To The Rescue**

_**Help! I'm Locked Out!**_

Security for students and students of MSU property is the major service provided by the campus key shop, located in the basement of the Administration Building. Last year more than 1,000 keys were cut in this shop, which is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Many students and others have lost their keys and now must find new locks or wait to be locked out of their dormitories. The key shop can be reached at 447-7211.

**High Court**

(Continued from page 1)

A constitutional question involved the use of state property for sit-in demonstrations in 1963 and other projects in various stages of construction or alteration, the last three years, he said. Secretary Jack Breslin said. The area south of the Grands Avenue and the foot of Sloan Street was considered a part of this project. These instances the shop often re-keyed and all the locks were locked with the shop. Because security was involved it was important to complete the project as soon as possible.

**INDIANS CELEBRATE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS**

The four-day Diwali Festival, celebrated in India by Hindus, was held Tuesday-at 11 a.m. in 100 Union Building. The group played host to 300 representatives of other chapters, in addition to the Michigan State University Indian Association, which celebrated the Diwali Festival.

The banquet was in the true Diwali spirit. The atmosphere was different, at least in the way of eating. The meal, and characteristic of all Indian food, was the use of spices. The sitar playing. The four-day Diwali Festival, celebrated in India by Hindus, was held Tuesday at 11 a.m. in 100 Union Building. The group played host to 300 representatives of other chapters, in addition to the Michigan State University Indian Association, which celebrated the Diwali Festival.

**Spartan Wines Plan Hayride**

Plan Hayride, a popular social event for Spartan Wines, is open to members of the MSU community. The event features a variety of wine and food, plus live entertainment. This year, the event will be held at 6 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
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**Hannah Attends News Conference**

President John A. Hannah attended a news conference on Tuesday, November 19, 1963. At the conference, the president discussed various topics, including the importance of international relations and the role of journalism in providing information to the public.
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President John A. Hannah attended a news conference on Tuesday, November 19, 1963. At the conference, the president discussed various topics, including the importance of international relations and the role of journalism in providing information to the public.

**Woodwind Quintet T. Perform Tonight**

The Woodwind Quintet, a group of five musicians, will perform tonight in the Union Ballroom. The event will feature a variety of musical performances, including contemporary works and traditional pieces. The program will continue with more music, providing a diverse and engaging experience for attendees.

**ATTENTION CAR OWNERS**

If you lose a key, the security of your car is at risk. It is important to take immediate action to prevent unauthorized access to your vehicle. Here are some steps you can take:

1. Contact the police department immediately to report the lost key.
2. Change the locks on your car as soon as possible.
3. Contact the manufacturer of your car to request a new key.
4. Consider installing a keyless entry system to enhance security.

**WOULD YOU LIKE HELP FROM A LOCKSMITH?**

If you're having trouble finding a locksmith, consider using a professional service. Here are some tips to help you:

1. Look for a service that offers 24-hour availability.
2. Choose a service that is licensed and insured.
3. Ask for references and check reviews online.
4. Be sure to get a quote before any work is done.
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**Pesticide Scare Misleads Public, Horticulturist Says**

"Speculators" who are now operating in the Sierra Nevada Mountains are creating a scare among the general public with false charges of pesticide contamination of vegetables, according to Dr. Garard, who spoke at the American Agricultural Economics Association meeting in San Francisco.

Dr. Garard labeled the situation as "emotional temperatures" and pointed out that all places, steadily raising them, provides a daily reminder to all of the dangers of misinterpretation and the need for proper education.

With Joneses and health scientists neighbors has been re-emphasized by speaker after speaker, and with the example of the Food and Drug Administration and the Agricultural Department.

Dr. Garard explained that the situation is related to the misuse of drugs, and that in the case of pesticides, the misuse is related to the misuse of drugs with widespread use. He said that the proper use of drugs with widespread use is essential to public health and safety.

"Pesticides," he said, "are used in agriculture to control pests of all kinds, and their proper use is essential to public health and safety. However, their misuse can be dangerous and can lead to widespread contamination of food and the environment.

Dr. Garard emphasized that no "tons of antibiotics, chemicals, and hormones" are being blamed for causing deformations in newborns, and that in the case of pesticides, the misuse is related to the misuse of drugs with widespread use. He said that the proper use of drugs with widespread use is essential to public health and safety.
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